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What is a Calutron?

The caliitrons (California University Cyclotron) built

at Y-12 were the brainchild ofNoble Laureate E. O.

Lawrence. At its peak of production in World War 11.

Y-12 had h 152 calutrons in operation in five Alpha

buildings and four Beta buildings.

A calutron is a mass spectrometer used for separating

the isotopes of uranium developed by Ernest O.

Lawrence during the Manhattan Project. Its name

is a concatenation of Cal. U.-tron, in tribute to the

University of California, Lawrence's institution and the

contractor of the Los Alamos laboratory. They were

implemented for industrial-scale uranium enrichment

at the Oak Ridge, Tennessee Y-12 plant established

during the war and provided much of the uranium

used for the "Little Boy" nuclear weapon, which was

dropped onto Hiroshima in 1945.

In a mass spectrometer, a vaporized quantity of a

sample has each atom stripped of an electron by an

electric arc changing the atom into positively charged
ions. There are then accelerated and subsequently

deflected by magnetic fields. They then collide with a

plate, producing a measurable electric current.

To maximize the separation and the use of the large

electromagnet required, multiple calutrons were

arranged around the magnet in a massive oval, which

resembled (and were called) race tracks. Two types

of calutrons were created, known as

Alpha and Beta, as the technology was

improved. Magnetic separation was

later abandoned in favor of the more

complicated, but more effective, gaseous

diffusion method.

GLOSSARY OF TERMS

• Mass Spectrometer—A mass

spectroscope that records its data

electronically

• Isotope—One of two or more atoms

having the same atomic number but

different mass numbers.

• Uranium—A heavy silvery-white

metallic element, radioactive and toxic,

easily oxidized, and having 14 known

isotopes of which U 238 is the most abundant in

nature. The element occurs in several minerals,

including uraninite and carnotite, from which it is

extracted and processed for use in research, nuclear
fuels, and nuclear weapons. Atomic number 92;

atomic weight 238.03; melting point 1,132®C; boiling

point 3,818°C; specific gravity 18.95; valence 2, 3, 4,
5, 6.

Lawrence, Ernest Orlando (1901-1958)—American

physicist. He won a 1939 Nobel Prize for the

development of the cyclotron.

Manhattan Project—The wartime effort to design

and build the first nuclear weapons (atomic bombs).

With the discovery of fission in 1939, it became

clear to scientists that certain radioactive materials

could be used to make a bomb of unprecedented
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